Mike Sandlin’s G.O.A.T. 4 z3

Introduction:
The GOAT4 is 4th revision of the GOAT design by Mike Sandlin. A mono plane
primary glider design build with KIS (Keep It Simple) in mind. Though build with hi
grade aircraft materials (for instance: aluminum tubing and nuts and bolts preferably
are bought from an aircraft parts supplier) the GOAT is constructed in a garage and
ditto technologies (only basic D.I.Y. skills required)
Meant as a non-powered soaring glider, this X-Plane model has been equipped with a
10 HP engine to have it take off on own power. X-Plane does support tow and winch
take-offs by the way.

Never get towed by a Boeing !

Additional features (for X-Plane’s sake)
For testing the craft, I have added some features to the original design.
Things like: 4 position flaps (5, 10, 15 and 20 degrees), as said: the 10 HP engine
with 100 cm (3 ft.) dual blade prop mounted behind the (as mike calls it) cabane.
A trike-like landing gear: nose wheel steers (somewhat) and two main wheels in the
same longitudinal position as the original single 16 inch wheelbarrow wheel. Since
the original Mike Sandlin’s FoC (Foil of Convenience) airfoil is not available in X-Plane
nor could I find something like it I took a NACA 23012 Mod C (included in the ACF
package) which should come very close. Also does the X-Plane model have a
ridiculously complicated and elaborate cockpit, this is done (again) for testing and
evaluating flight characteristics. I future I will strip the cockpit to it’s bare necessities.

The craft has a seat, but lacks a pilot, anybody with 3D modeling skills please step
forward to enhance the model with a pilot. Ask Mike for the appropriate dress code !!
I love the easy going footware…

Isn’t she lovely ??

Installing the X-Plane model
Installing the package is done like all downloaded X-Plane planes: unpack the zip and
place it’s content (somewhere) in the Aircraft folder of your X-Plane program. The
Airfoil needed is included and can be left in it’s own folder.

Some known specifications:
General:
Name:

GOAT

version:

4

revision:

z3

technical IDENT:

GOAT4-Z3-Basic Ultralight Glider

date:

May 2007

Designer:

Mike Sandlin

Weight/Mass:
Empty Weight (with
parachute):

140 lbs

63,5 kg

MTOW:

350 lbs

158 kg

Length

205 inch

520,70
cm

Width:

432 inch / 36 ft

1097,28
cm

Height (top of King
frame):

102 inch / 8.5 ft

259,08
cm

Wing span:

432 inch / 36 ft

1097,28
cm

Wing area:

174 sq. ft

16,17 sq.
m

Wing load @ MTOW

2.01 lbs/sq. ft

9,81
kg/sq. m

Wing dihedral:

3 degrees

Dimensions:

Main Wing:

Wing AOA:

0 degrees

12%
thick @
26%
cord

Wing Airfoil:

Wing cord:

60 inch / 5 ft

152,40
cm

Limits:
Max. load forces @
MTOW

+6 / -2 G's

Glide ratio:

unknown

V (ne)

39 kts / 45 mph

72 km/u

V (stall)

17 kts / 20 mph

33 km/u

Features:
Control:

Standard 3 axis control thought stick and pedals.
Cable operated ailerons, elevator and rudder.

Ailerons:

25% of wing cord, +/- 20 degrees of deflection

Elevator:

50% of horizontal stabilizer cord

Horizontal stabilizer
AOA:

- 3.5 degrees (leading edge is mounted lower then the trailing edge)

Horizontal stabilizer
cord:

36 inch / 3 ft

Horizontal stabilizer
airfoil:

flat plate, rounded edges

Vertical stabilizer
airfoil:

flat plate, rounded edges

Landing Gear:

16" wheel barrow tire, front skid, tail skid and wing skids.

Land brakes:

front skid.

Tow:

front tow hook, release lever on front strut

Ground handling:

wing skids, tow hook and tail skid.

Transportation:

Collapsible in 7 manageable pieces. Transportable on roof rack.
Wings sections are carried by aid of special carrying hooks.

Rigging time:

about 30 min.

Landing distance:

about 100 ft

Optional Features:
Air Brake:

Drogue Chute

Safety:

Emergency parachute for aircraft @ MTOW

Land brake:

tire friction brake, brake handle in control stick

Flaps:

3 position wing flaps, flaps actuator overhead / underside of main wing.

Airspeed guage:

pass-air gauge.

Telltail:

piece of yarn on the front strut

Propulsion:

10 HP @6000 rpm - 2 stroke petrol engine with 36 inch / 91 cm 2 blade pusher prop,
throttle in control stick. Starter (puller actuated) overhead.

91,44 cm

about
30 m

Some Pictures of the GOAT4 in X-Plane action:

@ field.

@ landing.

@ Cliff.

@ Flight.

@ Flight 2.

